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§  Current 
§  Data processed – 5.6 TB/day 
§  Data distributed to users – 3.3 TB/day 

§  Upgrade  
§  Data processed – 385.3 TB/day 
§  Data distributed to users – 253.4 TB/day 

Experimental-‐<me	  analysis	  is	  cri<cal	  for	  enabling	  
interac<ve	  changes	  to	  experiment	  parameters	  



Moving beyond File Transfers: Interactive Remote 
Visualization of ENZO Simulations 

Argonne,	  Illinois	   San	  Diego,	  California	  

Parallel	  data	  movement	  paradigms	  are	  of	  increasing	  
importance	  to	  large-‐scale	  science	  	  
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Applications need to contend with the deep and complex system 
hierarchies and take advantage of parallelism in the various sub-systems 
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Network Parallelism 
§  Mul<ple	  stream	  data	  movement	  given	  a	  single	  path	  

–  Single	  stream	  is	  not	  enough	  to	  saturate	  the	  high	  bandwidth	  network	  
links	  (e.g.	  100g)	  

–  Mul<ple	  TCP	  streams	  are	  commonly	  used	  to	  improve	  throughputs	  	  

§  Mul<pathing	  

ANL	  and	  NERSC	   UMichigan	  and	  Caltech	  
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Fig. 2: Average performance for increasing transfer sizes between
UMich and Caltech DYNES installations. 1Gb/s shared IP and 10Gb/s
circuit interfaces using 8 parallel streams.
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Fig. 3: Average performance for increasing transfer sizes between
NERSC and ANL data transfer nodes. 10Gb/s shared IP and 10Gb/s
circuit interfaces using 32 parallel streams.

This work has been motivated by an evaluation of the
existing connectivity between end-sites with both shared IP
and dedicated circuit capabilities. Results obtained from our
preliminary GridFTP testing has demonstrated that making
use of both the default, commodity IP routes in conjunction
with dedicated circuits will provide a number of significant
performance gains. Figure 2 shows the throughput of GridFTP
transfers using 8 parallel streams between the 10G-connected
DYNES installations at University of Michican (UMich) and
the California Institute of Technology (Caltech). Running two
independent transfers simultaneously over both paths provides
an indication of the expected multi-path throughput that could
be achieved for a single transfer.

In Figure 3, we show the results of a similar test using 32
parallel streams between data transfer nodes located at NERSC
and ANL. In each case, our reservable circuit capacity was
limited to 2Gb/s because of capacity caps, although we note
that due to bandwidth “scavenging” enabled in the Internet2
ION Service, we frequently see average rates above the defined
bandwidth limit. This behavior is clearly indicated in our
results.

While dedicated circuits provide a number of benefits in
terms of deterministic characteristics and improved through-
put for many data-intensive applications, a key drawback is

the often lengthy provisioning latencies. Building OSCARS
circuits can frequently take on the order of 5-7 minutes as
the number of domains involved in a path increases, requiring
the application to idle while the path becomes available. One
advantage of enabling simultaneous flows over both best-
effort and circuit paths is the ability for a transfer to make
progress while the circuit becomes active. A clear goal for
our XSP dynamic network approach is to allow an SDN
network to opportunistically redirect flows onto paths as they
become available, providing a transparent mechanism that
enables muti-pathing for data movement applications. Other
advanced networks, e.g., NDDI/OS3E, promise to reduce path
configuration time considerably through the use of OpenFlow,
while still maintaining the ability to peer with OSCARS-based
services such as ION.

A. Prior Work
Our earlier work with XSP [16] in dynamic network envi-

ronments has demonstrated the ability for XSP to provide an
application-driven interface to SDNs. At SC11, we used xio-
xsp and XSPd deployed across remote domains to dynamically
switch an active GridFTP transfer between shared (100G)
and dedicated (10G) VLANs. The decision to redirect traffic
was determined by a performance threshold integrated within
the xio-xsp implementation, allowing the transfer to alternate
between paths to achieve better transfer rates without input
from the user. This work forms the basis of our multi-path
experiments planned for SC12.

The Phoebus system has also been shown to support large
scientific data transfers over reservable network paths using
OSCARS [21]. We have demonstrated that on-demand net-
work resources can provide significant performance gains for
applications when compared to traditional direct connections.
The ability of XSP, and hence Phoebus, to signal the OSCARS
control plane allows PG deployments to immediately leverage
these dynamic networks. In conjunction with SDN control at
the edge, Phoebus will provide a WAN acceleration capability
as part of our experiments.

Finally, in previous monitoring work [15], we showed
results from the integration of Periscope for measuring end-
to-end bottlenecks at gigabit transfer speeds. Our analysis
demonstrated the ability to correctly aggregate and correlate
metrics from GridFTP, hosts, and networks to accurately
determine the cause of end-to-end performance bottlenecks. A
graphical example of the bottleneck determination algorithm
is shown in Figure 4. We intend to leverage this work to
more intelligently influence the path selection used by our
approaches described below.

B. Proposed Experiment
Our proposed experiment involves three distinct approaches

to achieve multi-pathing with GridFTP. As our focus is on
DYNES deployment, we will investigate the parallel use of
both the best-effort, IP-routed path and the ability to dy-
namically provision and direct traffic over dedicated VLANs
between available end-sites. In each scenario, we assume the
presence of the following local area resources:

mul$−path 
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This work has been motivated by an evaluation of the
existing connectivity between end-sites with both shared IP
and dedicated circuit capabilities. Results obtained from our
preliminary GridFTP testing has demonstrated that making
use of both the default, commodity IP routes in conjunction
with dedicated circuits will provide a number of significant
performance gains. Figure 2 shows the throughput of GridFTP
transfers using 8 parallel streams between the 10G-connected
DYNES installations at University of Michican (UMich) and
the California Institute of Technology (Caltech). Running two
independent transfers simultaneously over both paths provides
an indication of the expected multi-path throughput that could
be achieved for a single transfer.

In Figure 3, we show the results of a similar test using 32
parallel streams between data transfer nodes located at NERSC
and ANL. In each case, our reservable circuit capacity was
limited to 2Gb/s because of capacity caps, although we note
that due to bandwidth “scavenging” enabled in the Internet2
ION Service, we frequently see average rates above the defined
bandwidth limit. This behavior is clearly indicated in our
results.

While dedicated circuits provide a number of benefits in
terms of deterministic characteristics and improved through-
put for many data-intensive applications, a key drawback is

the often lengthy provisioning latencies. Building OSCARS
circuits can frequently take on the order of 5-7 minutes as
the number of domains involved in a path increases, requiring
the application to idle while the path becomes available. One
advantage of enabling simultaneous flows over both best-
effort and circuit paths is the ability for a transfer to make
progress while the circuit becomes active. A clear goal for
our XSP dynamic network approach is to allow an SDN
network to opportunistically redirect flows onto paths as they
become available, providing a transparent mechanism that
enables muti-pathing for data movement applications. Other
advanced networks, e.g., NDDI/OS3E, promise to reduce path
configuration time considerably through the use of OpenFlow,
while still maintaining the ability to peer with OSCARS-based
services such as ION.

A. Prior Work
Our earlier work with XSP [16] in dynamic network envi-

ronments has demonstrated the ability for XSP to provide an
application-driven interface to SDNs. At SC11, we used xio-
xsp and XSPd deployed across remote domains to dynamically
switch an active GridFTP transfer between shared (100G)
and dedicated (10G) VLANs. The decision to redirect traffic
was determined by a performance threshold integrated within
the xio-xsp implementation, allowing the transfer to alternate
between paths to achieve better transfer rates without input
from the user. This work forms the basis of our multi-path
experiments planned for SC12.

The Phoebus system has also been shown to support large
scientific data transfers over reservable network paths using
OSCARS [21]. We have demonstrated that on-demand net-
work resources can provide significant performance gains for
applications when compared to traditional direct connections.
The ability of XSP, and hence Phoebus, to signal the OSCARS
control plane allows PG deployments to immediately leverage
these dynamic networks. In conjunction with SDN control at
the edge, Phoebus will provide a WAN acceleration capability
as part of our experiments.

Finally, in previous monitoring work [15], we showed
results from the integration of Periscope for measuring end-
to-end bottlenecks at gigabit transfer speeds. Our analysis
demonstrated the ability to correctly aggregate and correlate
metrics from GridFTP, hosts, and networks to accurately
determine the cause of end-to-end performance bottlenecks. A
graphical example of the bottleneck determination algorithm
is shown in Figure 4. We intend to leverage this work to
more intelligently influence the path selection used by our
approaches described below.

B. Proposed Experiment
Our proposed experiment involves three distinct approaches

to achieve multi-pathing with GridFTP. As our focus is on
DYNES deployment, we will investigate the parallel use of
both the best-effort, IP-routed path and the ability to dy-
namically provision and direct traffic over dedicated VLANs
between available end-sites. In each scenario, we assume the
presence of the following local area resources:

mul$−path 

Take	  advantage	  of	  both	  dedicated	  and	  best-‐effort	  paths	  



Network Parallelism: Heterogeneous Networks/
End Systems 
§  Paths	  may	  have	  different	  bandwidth	  characteris<cs.	  

–  Different	  network	  link	  bandwidth/NIC	  capability:	  1Gbps	  ~	  100Gbps	  
§  In	  GridFTP,	  the	  total	  data	  to	  be	  transferred	  is	  split	  sta<cally	  and	  evenly	  

among	  data	  transfer	  nodes.	  à	  Boaleneck	  in	  the	  slowest	  link	  
§  End	  system	  aware	  parallel	  data	  transfer	  

Adap<ve	  file	  transfers	  over	  heterogeneous	  WAN	  



Parallel I/O 

§  Parallel	  filesystems	  such	  as	  Lustre,	  GPFS,	  and	  PVFS	  are	  being	  deployed	  for	  
higher	  I/O	  requirements	  of	  applica<ons.	  

§  MPI-‐IO	  interface	  or	  higher-‐level	  libraries	  such	  as	  HDF5	  are	  used	  to	  achieve	  
scalable	  I/O	  from	  parallel	  filesystems.	  

§  GridFTP	  provides	  an	  open-‐standard	  Data	  Storage	  Interface	  (DSI),	  but	  does	  
not	  supports	  parallel	  I/O	  interfaces	  now.	  

Accelera<ng	  I/O	  of	  ENZO	  data	  



Parallel I/O: Lots of Small Files (LOSF) 

§  Even	  though	  applica<on	  data	  sets	  con<nue	  to	  
increase,	  these	  may	  consist	  of	  lots	  of	  small	  files.	  

§  Climate	  datasets	  are	  characterized	  by	  tens	  of	  
thousands	  of	  small	  files.	  

	  



Reliable End-to-End Data Transfer 

§  Boaleneck	  of	  a	  data	  transfer	  varies	  depending	  on	  the	  
configura<on	  of	  end	  hosts,	  storage	  systems,	  and	  
networks.	  

§  Possible	  approaches	  
–  Data	  buffering	  or	  staging	  to	  hide	  capability	  of	  storage	  
systems	  

–  Overlapping	  storage	  and	  network	  transfers	  
–  Throaling	  network	  transfers	  based	  on	  the	  achievable	  
storage	  performance	  



Thank you! 


